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ENGLISH  1 MOCK  

MARCH 2019 

 

MARKING SCHEME 

 

 SECTION A   

1. RECIPE  

- Should follow the format of a recipe  

- Should have name of the dish  

- State the ingredients and quantities required  

- Curve method of preparation  

- Suggest for how many people will be served and how the dish should be served  

- Format = 6mks 

- Grammar and organization = (8mks) 

- Relevance =  (4mks) 

- Accuracy (4mks) 

  

2. (a) Begin with the given sentence  

- Accuracy of language = (8mks) 

- Spelling and Punctuation – (4mks) 

 

b) Accept any relevant points  

- Contents, relevance and organization = (8mks) 

- Accuracy of language = (8mks) 

- Spelling and punctuation = (4mks) 
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SECTION B (20MKS) 

 

(a) Why the grandfather respected the white man 

- The White man had power  

- The white man had powerful machines and weapons  

- The white man organized his life well. He was always improving himself  

 

(b) The grandfather did not want people to know him so well so that they could not predict his 

thoughts or actions. 

 

( c) The grandfather disliked: 

- The Whiteman’s ways and customs  

- He thought many things the whites did were foolish or unjust  

- The way the whites treated Africans eg. Beating Africans  

(Any 2 points) 

 

d) Luo traditions and beliefs  

- They respect elders  

- They respect authority  

- They respect their traditions and customs  

e.g.  They rejected Christian religion  

 

e) Character of the grandfather  

- Brave / courageous  

- Consevative /rigid – Does not accept the white man’s customs  

- Wise /intelligent – Could pick what to respect about the white man and what to dislike. 

Decisive – Decides to get converted only for a short time 

Observant – He was able to notice that the whites were improving themselves while the Africans 

were suspicious of any new thing. 

 

f) Africans were thick because for them to do anything, they had to be beaten. They were 

suspicious of any new thing. 
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(g) Meaning of expressions 

Suspicious – Doubtful, having, mistrust  

Abusive – cruel, brutal, inhuman 

Let him off – released   

Sentiment – Opinion, belief, thought. 

 

SECTION C (20MKS) 

 

(a) Points to consider  

- The first woman in E & C. Africa to earn a doctorate degree in adiscipline thought too  

difficult for women  

- The first woman to vie for a presidential post in Kenya. 

- The first woman to be awarded the Novel peace prize for conservation efforts in 2004. 

- An African Female trail blazer . 

- Established the Green Belt Movement in 1977. 

- She was on international and humble icon  

- Oppose the shamba system of cultivation  

(Any 6 pts ×2 = 12 mks) 

 

 Must be well linked, if not deduct 2 marks. 

 If in point, award ½ of total mks) 

 

(b) Points to consider: 

- Drought /Famine  

- Lack of water  

- Global Warming  

- Rivers receding  

- Soaring poverty levels  

- Unhealthy Children  

- No Firewood  

- Other environmental woes 
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(Any 8 pts × 1 = (8mks) 

 

SECTION D (20MKS) 

 

(5a) Among – between  

Wrote - written  

John the edictor – John, the editor  

Principle – Principal  

Is – was  

Quarrell – Quarrel  

A – an  

if-If 

any body – anybody  

Can – Could  

 

b)  

I. Put out  

II. Present  

III. Cite  

IV. Smaller  

V. A little 

 

c) John was playing soccer while his Sister cooked supper. 

- Mercy said that her aunt had given her that dress. 

- This is the book without which you cannot pass the examination  

- Trees are very useful: they purify air, are sources of food provide homes for wild animals 

and help to bring rainfall. 

- A stone has been thrown into the pool (by peter) 


